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There have recently been inconsistent decisions in the Court of Appeal as to whether 

secondary parties who participate in a joint enterprise have a separate basis of liability from 

aiding,abetting,counselling or procuring which is required by the law relating to accessorial 

liability.1   

 

Accessorial Liability. 

 

The accessorial liability of secondary parties is governed by section 8 of the Accessories and 

Abettors Act 1861: 

 

"Whosoever shall aid,abet,counsel or procure the commission of any indictable offence 

whether the same be an offence at common law or by virtue of any act passed or to be passed 

,shall be liable to be tried,indicted and punished as a principal offender" 

 

The meaning of "aid, abet,counsel and procure" has been the subject of judicial review2 and 

the words were given their ordinary or natural meaning.To"aid"means to give help,support or 

assistance to at the time of the offence,whilst to "abet"means to incite,instigate or 

encourage."Abet"can be distinguished from "counsel"in that abetting involves incitement at 

the time of the offence, whilst counselling involves incitement at an earlier time.Thus 

 

1 WanandChan [1995] Crim.L.R.296,Stewart and Schofield[1995]1 

Cr.App.441,PowellandDaniels[1996]1Cr.App.R.14,Perman 

[1996]1Cr.App.R.24. 

2Attorney General`s Reference(No1 of 1975)[1975]QB 773.   



generally "aiding and abetting" can be used to describe the activity of secondary parties who 

are present when the offence is committed, whilst "counselling and procuring" can be used to 

describe activity that took place at an earlier time.3Procuring occurs when the secondary party 

intentionally does an act with the ulterior intention of causing the principal`s conduct and the 

principal must be unaware of the act  otherwise the chain of causation will be broken. 

 

Causation and Accessorial Liability. 

 

A secondary party cannot in any narrow sense "cause" the principal offence "for he does not 

control the principal actor ,and neither is the behaviour of a human agent 'invariable'"4But is 

it necessary to prove in a wide sense that the aiding,abetting,procuring or counselling by the 

secondary party caused the principal to commit the principal offence?Procuring does require 

causation without consensus, 5but for aiding, abetting and counselling there is no requirement 

that the secondary party factually contributed to the occurrence of the principal  offence in 

that particular way and occasion.What the prosecution must prove beyond reasonable doubt 

is that "...what the accomplice did could have been the cause of the principal`s actions"6 This 

is a move away from the derivative basis of secondary liability which requires that a 

secondary party`s liability be derived from that of the principal and consequently the scope of 

accessorial liability has been widened. 

 

So why have the courts not required that causation be a general basis of secondary liability in 

crime?The first reason is that  if both primary and secondary liability require causation, the 

distinction between a joint principal and a secondary party breaks down.This difference can 

be maintained by regarding the secondary party as causing the principal`s conduct with the 

 

3Smith and Hogan Criminal Law (7th ed.)at pp126-127. 

4Complicity and Causation. KJM Smith [1986]Crim.L.R.663 at669.   

5See n.2. 

6See n.4 at 675. 



principal causing the actus reus.This does make sense with result crimes where the result is 

the actus reus 7  but not with conduct crimes where the principal`s conduct is the actus 

reus 8 .The second reason is that the existence and application of the doctrine of joint 

enterprise has enabled the courts to avoid the question of causation.The need to prove 

causation is avoided because the doctrine is broad and imprecise in that it covers the events 

from the agreement of the joint enterprise to the commission of the offence. 

 

Mens Rea and Accessorial Liability. 

 

The mens rea requirements for those who aid,abet,counsel or procure the commission of an 

offence is made up of three elements first an intention to aid,abet,counsel or procure;second 

knowledge of circumstances and third knowledge of the type of crime.9 

 

The first element requires that a secondary party must intend his act of aiding etc.For 

example,the principal requires a machete to be used in a robbery and he approaches a 

supplier.For accessorial liability to be imposed the supplier must intend to sell the machete to 

the principal knowing that this act(his assisting or encouraging)will help towards the 

commission of the crime.Secondary liability can be imposed even though the supplier could 

not care less whether the crime be committed or not.10 

 

The second element requires that the secondary party must have  knowledge of the 

 

7For example murder. 

8 For example theft.The distinction can be maintained if the 

principal`s act is regarded as the most immediate cause of the actus 

reus. 

9Smith and Hogan Criminal Law (7th ed)at pp133-146.  

10Public policy could intervene to relieve the secondary party of 

liability. Gillick v West Norfolk and Wisbech Area Health Authority 

[1984]QB581. 



circumstances specified in the definition of the  offence.11Knowledge here is satisfied wilful 

blindness or subjective recklessness.For example,in Carter v Richardson12the supervisor of a 

learner driver was aware that it was probable that the driver was "over the limit", and that 

knowledge was enough to convict the supervisor of abetting the driver`s driving with excess 

alcohol. 

 

 

Knowledge of the Type of Crime. 

 

What satifies knowledge for this element of the mens rea depends on whether there is a joint 

enterprise or not.A joint enterprise  arises where a secondary party takes part ,for example,in 

a joint  burglary or robbery with a principal but not where a secondary  intends,for example, 

to sell the principal a machete.The doctrine of joint enterprise has as its basis the premise that 

the parties to such an enterprise have a common purpose-a joint burglary,a joint robbery etc. 

 

A joint enterprise does not arise in what are known as "shopping list"cases, where the 

secondary party assists or encourages the principal to commit one of a list of crimes.The 

secondary party cannot avoid liability  by maintaining that although he was aware that the 

principal had a "shopping list",he did not enquire as to what particular crime or crimes were 

intended, because awareness or knowledge of the"shopping list" is enough to satisfy the mens 

rea requirement.13Knowledge is satisfied by a minimum of  wilful blindness or subjective 

recklessness "It will be enough if the accessory has inferred the existence of the other`s 

intentions from all the cicumstances,including of course the other`s actions and words"14  

 

11Johnson v Youden[1950]1KB 544. 

12[1974]RTR 314,[1974]Crim LR 190. 

13Bainbridge[1960]1 QB129,[1959]3 ALL ER 535.DPP for NI v Maxwell 

[1978]3 ALL ER 1140,[1978] 1 WLR 1350. 

14The Mental Element for Accessories.I.H.Dennis p46 .From Criminal 

Law Essays in Honour of JC Smith Butterworths(1987). 



 

If there is a joint enterprise the central question is when does  the principal go beyond the 

enterprise, so that the secondary party will avoid liability?First the secondary party is liable 

for the principal`s commission of the crime which was the purpse of the secondary party`s 

assistance or encouragement. Second the doctrine of transferred malice applies to secondary 

liability ,so if the joint enterprise is to kill A and whilst attempting to do so the principal kills 

B with malice aforethought, then if the secondary party knew that there was more than a 

negligible risk (ie a real risk) that the principal would act with an intention to kill or to cause 

grievous bodily harm,then when the principal`s  malice transferred from A to B the 

secondary party`s liability will go with it. Third the secondary party is liable for the 

unforeseen  consequences of the principal`s act to the same extent as the principal ,for 

example there is a joint enterprise to cause grievous bodily harm and, when acting with the 

intention to cause such harm, the principal kills both he and the secondary party will be guilty 

of murder. 

 

The conflict in the Court of Appeal arises from a central question :when can a secondary 

party to a joint enterprise be liable for the consequences of an unforeseen act by the 

principal?A number of Court of Appeal decisions15 have followed the Privy Council decision 

in Chan Wing-Siu16 which held that there can be no secondary liability whatsoever for such 

an act, unless the secondary party foresaw or contemplated that there was  a real risk that the 

principal might do such an act.This gives a mens rea basis to secondary liability in crime 

when there is a joint enterprise, and whilst the majority of the decisions concerned homicide 

it is submitted that a general principle is being applied.17For example, in Wan and Chan 
 

15 Ward[1987]CrimLR338,Slack[1989]3ALLER 

90,Wakely[1990]CrimLR119,Hyde[1991]CrimLR 

133,Rook(1993)97CrAppR296,Mahmood[1994]CrimLR368,Wanand 

Chan[1995]CrimLR296,O`Brien[1995]CrimLR734,Powelland 

Daniels[1996]1CrAppR14 (when convicting the secondary party of 

murder). 

16[1985]AC168,[1984]3ALLER 877,[1984]CrimLR 549. 

17This principle applies when a secondary party is present at the 



where there was a joint enterprise to give the victim a beating amounting to a common 

battery for allegedly stealing a watch.However,the principals intentionally caused grievous 

bodily harm to the victim and,as the secondary parties had not foreseen this, the Court of 

Appeal held there was no secondary liability for s18 or s20 OAPA 1861.  

 

However other decisions18 of the Court of Appeal culminating in the decision in Stewart and 

Schofield 19have held that a secondary party can be liable for the consequences of an 

unforeseen act.These decisions concerned homicide and hold that a secondary party is guilty 

of manslaughter where there is a joint enterprise to cause actual bodily harm to the victim,but 

the principal acts intending to cause grievous bodily harm or to kill and does kill.The 

secondary party is guilty of manslaughter even though he did not foresee a real risk of the 

principal acting with malice aforethought.It is submitted that the basis of this secondary 

liability rests on the law relating to involuntary manslaughter (constructive or gross 

negligence) which has an objective basis  for mens rea.Therefore if a reasonable man,in the 

same circumstances,would have foreseen a real risk that the principal would act with malice 

aforethoght then accessorial liability for manslaughter can be imposed on the secondary 

party. 

 

"...the accessory`s responsibility was not erased by the principal acting beyond what the 

accessory foresaw,since foresight governs only the accessory`s level of culpability and not 

the scope of the common purpose which determines whether the  accessory is completely 

free of liability for the principal`s fatal action.Arguably it is this element in the doctrine of 

common purpose which enables an accessory to be convicted of manslaughter because 

 

scene of the crime(aiding and abetting)and when he is 

not(counselling or procuring)Rook(No15 above).   

18 Smith[1959]2QB35,[1959]2ALLER193Cts-MartialApp 

Ct,Betty(1963)48Cr.App.R6CCA,Reid(1975)62 

Cr.App.R109,[1976]CrimLR570,PowellandDaniels(No15above)(when 

convicting the secondary party of manslaughter-at21).  

19[1995]1CrAppR441,[1995]CrimLR420. 



,whilst not having the culpability for murder,he was still in some way causally responsible for 

the fatal act.And in such cases the fault element for involuntary manslaughter is 

present-whether of the unlawful act or"gross negligence variety."20 

 

This implies that a subjectively unforeseen act can be part of a joint enterprise in contrast to 

an "overwhelming supervening event"21.The difference between the two has not been clearly 

defined, but it appears that a subjectively unforeseen act will be part of a joint enterprise 

when it is objectively foreseeable, and this inference is most likely to be made by a jury 

where the enterprise involved"the unlawful joint possession with the perpetator of...offensive 

weapons[knives, firearms, scaffolding bars etc ] and the intention to use them [to 

frighten]"22because by common experience such joint enterprises do result in an escalation to 

serious violence.This would satisfy the mens rea requirement for secondary liability and 

causation is satisfied by the assistance and encouragement resulting from the accomplice 

being a party to joint enterprise(if the jury are satisfied beyond reasonable doubt as to both 

elements-they must convict). In contrast,an overwhelming supervening event would occur 

when the principal acts "...uninfluenced and independently of the "accessory`s" assistance or 

encouragement..."23 and such an event would result in the principal going beyond the joint 

enterprise and there would be no secondary liability for the consequences of his acts.The 

implication is that such events are not objectively foreseeable. 

 

The two lines of authority are inconsistent and not reconciliable and a House of Lords 

decision is badly needed to resolve the conflict.There are policy grounds to support the later 

line of authority namely "...to deter people from forming criminal alliances"24,in particular 
 

20 KJM Smith,A Modern Treatise on Complicity, Clarendon Press 

Oxford(1991) pp226-227. 

21KJM Smith above no20,p227. 

22KJM Smith above no20,p229.  

23KJM Smith above no20,p229. 

24KJM Smith above no20,p233. 



with criminal psychopaths or joint enterprises involving the carrying of weapons ,but this 

does not justify ,in respect of homicide, the move away from the general subjective basis of 

accessorial liability.  

 

 

Can there be "Participation" in a Joint Enterprise which does not involve 

Aiding,Abetting,Counselling or Procuring? 

 

This possibility arises from the decision of the Court of Appeal in Stewart and Schofield25 

where HobhouseL.J. gave the judgment of the Court.The facts of the case are that three 

persons Lambert,Stewart and Schofield agreed upon a joint enterprise to rob a shop-keeper of 

money.The enterprise involved offensive weapons,namely a scaffolding bar carried by 

Lambert and a knive carried by Stewart.The agreement was that Lambert and Stewart would 

carry out the robbery using the weapons to frighten the shop-keeper,whilst Schofield would 

keep watch outside the shop.During the robbery Lambert using the bar intentionally caused 

grievous bodily harm to the shop-keeper which resulted in his death.All three were charged 

with murder and robbery with Lambert pleading guilty to both .Stewart and Schofield 

pleaded guilty to robbery but denied murder.At their  trial they were both convicted of 

manslaughter and they appealed against those convictions.   

 

The Court of Appeal upheld the convictions even though from the evidence it was apparent 

that Stewart and Schofield only foresaw a real risk of Lambert acting with an intent to cause 

actual bodily harm (an aggravated assault or battery) and not grevious bodily harm.Thus, 

liablility was imposed on Stewart and Schofield for the consequences of subjectively 

unforeseen act and the most obvious conclusion is that this liablility is secondary based on 

the fact that Lambert`s act intentionally causing grievous bodily harm was objectively 

foreseeable.Therefore,Lambert`s act was part of the joint enterprise and Stewart and 

 

25Above no 19. 



Schofield had could have caused it,because they aided and abetted Lambert in the enterprise.   

 

However, the Court of Appeal seems to impose a primary liability upon all the parties to the 

joint enterprise in Stewart and Schofield 

"The allegation that a defendant took part in the execution of a crime as a joint enterprise is 

not the same as an allegation that he aided,abetted,counselled or procured the commission of 

that crime.A person who is a mere aider or abettor,etc.,is truly a secondary party to the 

commission of whatever crime it is that the principal has committed although he may be 

charged as a principal.If the principal has committed the crime of murder ,the liability of the 

secondary party can only be a liability for aiding and abetting murder.In contrast,where the 

allegation is joint enterprise, the allegation is that one defendant participated in the criminal 

act of another .This is a different principle.It renders each of the parties to a joint enterprise 

criminally liable for the acts done in the course of carrying out that joint enterprise.Where the 

criminal liability of any given defendant depends upon further proof that he had a certain 

state of mind,that state of mind must be proved against that defendant.Even though several 

defendants may, as a result of having engaged in a joint enterprise,be each criminally  

responsible for the criminal act of one of those defendants done  in the course of carrying out 

the joint enterprise,their individual crimnial responsibility will,in such a case,depend upon 

what individual state of mind or intention has been proved against them."26  

 

"Further proof of a state of mind" is required when there is an act which was not the purpose 

of the joint enterprise.So if the purpose was the causing of grievous bodily harm then,when 

such harm had been caused, there would be no need for further proof as "participation in the 

 

26Above no 19 at 447.The Law Commission in its Consultation Paper 

No131 "Assisting and Encouraging Crime" holds a similiar opinion 

in that the doctrine of joint enterprise extends beyond  the law 

relating to secondary participation.The Commission suggests that 

the doctrine could be retained even when the law has been 

abolished.At pp145-146.This has been critised see "Secondary 

participation in crime-can we do without it?" JC Smith (1994)144 

N.L.J.679 at 682. 



joint enterprise will prove the relevant mens rea"27However a joint enterprise may have more 

limited purpose as in Stewart and Schofield where there was a joint enterprise to 

rob.Therefore in respect of the killing of the shop-keeper a further state of mind had to 

proved against each defendant to establish liability for manslaughter."Further state of mind" 

is used in a wide sense to include negligence as liability for manslaughter was imposed on 

Stewart and Schofield because Lambert`s act was objectively foreseeable. 

 

There are difficulties with this explanation .First it appears that primary liability was imposed 

on Stewart and Schofield.The reason could be that they were joint principals with Lambert, as 

there can be more than one cause of a result"but then each [principal] is liable for his own 

act,not because he has "participated"in the act of another;and each is liable according to his 

own mens rea"28.But it is difficult to see how either Stewart or Schofield caused the actus 

reus i.e. the killing of the shopkeeper .They may have caused Lambert`s conduct but it was 

Lambert who caused the actus reus thus breaking the primary chain of causation.This means 

that Stewart and Schofield`s liability for "participating" in the joint enterprise is secondary 

but this has been criticised 

 

"We are discussing a general principle of the criminal law,not merely aspect of the law of 

homicide;so it is helpful to take as an example a crime where there can be only one principal 

rape.If A and B set out to rape a woman,there is a joint enterprise to commit rape.B holds V 

down while A rapes her.B is also guilty of the rape committed in the course of the joint 

enterprise.Presumably Hobhouse L.J....would say that B has "participated" in A`s 

act."Participation,"apparently,is something different from aiding,abetting,counselling or 

procuring;but what the difference is supposed to be is a mystery.How can B participate in A`s 

act of sexual intercourse with V except by assisting or encouraging him in the act?-i.e.by 

aiding,abetting,counselling or procuring him?It is submitted that Hobhouse L.J.`s distinction 

 

27Above no 19 at 448. 

28JC Smith 1995 Criminal Law Review Annual Conference p3. 



is entirely illusory."29              

There may be an answer to this mystery because secondary liability for participating in a joint 

enterprise can result from a closer  relationship than merely aiding and abetting.The 

relationship will be closer when all the parties to the joint enterprise agree upon the purpose 

and method of the enterprise; so that when the purpose is carried out by that method there is a 

link or connection with the original agreement30.For example, A and B are both psychopaths 

who agree on a joint enterprise to rob with extreme violence when required.To achieve the 

robbery A kills.That would mean that there would be a strong link between the purpose and 

method originally agreed and the killing ,so that B can be regarded as "participating" in A`s 

act.There is a strong link in the rape example given by JC Smith because A and B`s joint 

enterpise was an agreement to rape V, and A did so whilst B held V down thus B was 

"participating" in A`s act.Perhaps this is what  Hobhouse L.J.had in mind in Stewart and 

Schofield,but it is submitted that there is a weak(or a non-existent) link between  what was 

originally agreed-to rob a shop-keeper using weapons to frighten and the killing of the 

shop-keeper,as Lambert went beyond the agreed purpose and method of the joint 

enterprise.Thus Stewart and Schofield aided and abetted Lambert rather than "participated" in 

his act of killing ,and if the principle in Chan Wing-siu had been applied there would have 

been no secondary liability whatsoever.31        

 

Conclusion. 

 

The criminal law imposing liability on those who encourage or assit another to commit a 

crime is unclear.There is confusion in the Court of Appeal as to whether the doctrine of joint 

enterprise is merely an aspect of the law of secondary participation or if there is a separate 

 

29JC Smith commentary to Wan and Chan no 1 above at 298. 

30I am grateful to Andrew Halpin of the Faculty of Law at Southampton 

University for suggesting this line of thought to me. 

31There would be liability for incitement and conspiracy to commit 

assault occasioning actual bodily harm. 



category of joint enterprise liablility.Trial judges have been affected by this confusion and a 

House of Lords decision is needed to make the law clear.32The Law Commisson proposes a 

change to a general inchoate basis33 but this has been criticised 

"...the idea that guilt depends on whether an act causes the harmful result,irrational though it 

may be is deep-seated in our law...an offence of assisting or encouraging crime may be seen 

as not sufficiently fulfilling the condematory and "labelling" function of the law"34 

 

This is right,secondary liability for crime should remain what should go is the doctrine of 

joint enterprise as its abolition would be a first step towards the proper development of a 

causal  requirement in complicity.For there to be secondary liability for a crime both 

culpability (which it is submitted should have a minimum requirement of subjective 

recklessness)and cause should be established otherwise the proper liability is inchoate.         

 

32O`Brien[1995] Crim.L.R.734 "The judge treated joint enterprise 

and aiding and abetting as distinct forms of secondary liability" 

commentary at 735. 

33 Two inchoate offences are proposed "assisting crime" and 

"encouraging crime" although it is suggested that there should 

continue to be secondary liability for procuring.See Assisting and 

Encouraging Crime The Law Commission Consultation Paper No131 

paragraphs 4.1-4.142,4.143-4.169,4.192-4.197. 

34"Secondary participation in crime-can we do without it?"JC Smith 

no 26 above at 679,680. 


